Twisted tele neck pickup wiring diagram

This time we are going to provide a Seymour Duncan installation guide to help you install any
model Seymour Duncan pickup. These pickups have two wires, and the wiring code is as
follows. P90 is a Gibson version of the well known Fender single-coil P90 pickups usually have
a single wire encased in a braided covering or shield. The wiring for P90 pickups is as follows.
Seymour Duncan even makes pickups to replace Fender Telecaster pickups. Seymour Duncan
likes to use a yellow wire instead of white for single-coil pickups. Telecaster Pickups with four
colored wires use the same wiring code as humbuckers. These pickups have four colored wires
and one bare wire because there are two coils in these pickups, and each coil gets two wires.
The wiring code for the humbuckers is as follows. Coil splitting is a simple modification you can
do to turn off one of the two coils in the humbucker. You will need to convert your standard
tone control into a push-pull pot, but the modification is very simple otherwise. We have plenty
of articles showing you how to split pickups, and even modify them further, here at Humbucker
Soup, but we are just going to show you a quick diagram here. One more type of pickup that
Seymour Duncan makes is the single conductor humbucker. These pickups are similar to the
P90s in that they use a single conductor. Single conductor means there is one colored wire
inside a braided metal sleeve, as was common with vintage humbuckers. The Mayhem and the
JB Model are examples of this type of wiring and it is common on vintage style humbuckers
from many brands. The single wire is usually black or white and is the Hot. The braided shield
wire is the Ground. For any pickup, you only need the Hot and the Ground to install it. If we have
helped you understand wiring codes a little better and were able to help you get your pickups
working, please share this information on Facebook and Twitter. Yes, please have a dealer in
my area contact me using the information I have submitted. I understand that my information
will be shared with the dealer and may be used by the dealer to facilitate this contact. Model :
Telecaster Twang. Each pickup is tailored to its position neck and bridge to achieve its
individual sonic character. The neck pickup's taller bobbin is designed to accommodate more
windings, combined with a slightly shorter bridge pickup bobbin for dark full-bodied midrange.
Features Formvar-coated neck pickup magnet wire adds brightness and glassiness
Enamel-coated bridge pickup magnet wire delivers warm vintage-style tones Flush-mount
polepieces produce even string response Alnico 5 magnets add more focus and enhanced
dynamics. Specs Support Specs. Recommended Gear. Pure Vintage Hot Rod Capacitor -. We
didn't find any dealers in your area. Try searching a different location below or contact Fender
Customer Service at Loading dealers Please wait while we search for any available online
dealers. All online dealers listed here will have the specified product in stock, ready for
purchase. Sorry, we weren't able to find any online dealers in stock at this time. Contact your
local dealer for operating hours. Email Address. Phone Number. Comment character limit. Back
to the Site. Browse More Premium Dealers. If you're repairing or modifying your instrument or
simply need some replacement part numbers, these lists and diagrams should help you get
started. The model list is, for the most part, of instruments currently in production. This list is
by no means comprehensive, and documentation for other models will be posted as it becomes
available. Note: Modifications to an existing Fender instrument currently under warranty, or
service performed on a Fender instrument currently under warranty by any person other than
authorized Fender service centers and technicians holding a certificate of warranty service
authorization for the period during which the work was performed, will void the instrument
warranty. Note: Most of our older guitar parts lists, wiring diagrams and switching control
function diagrams predate formatting which would allow us to make them available on this page
as PDF files. If you do not find the list or diagram for your specific instrument on this page, we
may still be able to furnish you with a "hard" copy from our archive. You may check the
availability of older material by contacting Fender's Consumer Relations Department by phone
at If we have the document you seek, we're happy to send you a copy. The table below lists
instruments by model name, part number and document revision date: Note: All part numbers
and specifications in each document are subject to revision, change or discontinuation without
notice. Telecaster Guitar Forum. Win a Broadcaster or one of 3 Teles! The annual Supporting
Member Giveaway is on. To enter Click Here. To see all the prizes and full details Click Here. To
view the thread about the giveaway Click Here. Twisted tele neck yellow wire? Apr 20, 1. Posts:
Hey guys just picked up a Fender American standard series twisted telly pickup and
broadcaster pickup. The neck pick up has a yellow wire and I cannot find the right wiring
diagram for the three-way selector The only wiring diagrams I see are for the four-way selector,
but the whole set came as a pair and has the three-way selector. Can anyone link me to a
website for this wiring diagram? Apr 20, 2. Posts: 3, Apparently there are different versions,
from what I saw. What are the other colors used for the wires? Apr 20, 3. Posts: 18, Here is 1 pic
of a TT pickup.. In it, you can see that the green wire is originating from a tab that is poking thru
the bottom of the bobbin, while the black and yellow leads are routed thru holes in the bobbin

but soldered to the eyelets on the other side. If your pickup looks like this, the green wire goes
to ground, the black wire goes to ground and the yellow wire goes to the switch for a 3-way
install. Apr 20, 4. Posts: 8, Apr 20, 5. Posts: 10, If Custom Shop white to the switch, yellow and
black to ground. Apr 20, 6. If you hook a volt meter at a sensitive scale to the leads and bring a
screwdriver or other metal object toward the pickup poles it will either make a positive or
negative voltage. Neck and bridge should go one way, say positive, while the middle goes
opposite, say negative when the metal approaches then reversed for when the metal is pulled
away. Apr 20, 7. Apr 20, 8. Posts: 6, Apr 20, 9. I found out through calling a tech. The yellow is
the ground for the neck pick up cover The black and yellow ground and white is hot. Custom
shop twisted tele necks are like this for a three way switch not four Apr 20, Apr 22, Here's a
picture of the extra ground. The yellow wire connects to the neck pickup cover. The yellow wire
needs to be grounded. The rest of the wiring is like the 3-way diagram sez. Not to muddy the
waters but something smells wrong here. That isn't how Fender adds the third cover ground
wire. Do you have a better pic of the bottom. Is it fiber, or plastic flatware and do you have a DC
resistance reading you can post? How is it you know it is a TT pup?? Apr 23, You must log in or
sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have
an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? The
standard practice is to mount an open 3-way Tele switch so its spring faces the edge of the
body. From an electronic standpoint, the question is irrelevant. The switch is mirrored and will
work in either orientation. But in the real world, the standard practice is to mount an open
switch so its spring faces the edge of the body, as shown in Fig. There are also open switches
that lack this spring. In that case, orient the switch so the metal frame that holds the screws
faces the edge of the body Fig. Some open switches lack a spring. In that case, orient the switch
so the metal frame that holds the screws is facing the edge of the body. Diagram courtesy of
Seymour Duncan and used by permission. Closed switches should be mounted with the
soldering lugs facing the pots, so all connections come from this direction. Lugs 1, 2, and 3 are
the switchable lugs, while lug A is the common lug. For each position on the lever, a lug on
each stage is connected to its respective common. A stock 3-way Tele switch has two stages,
each with four soldering lugs. Essentially, the Telecaster 3-way switch consists of two 2-way
switches on one lever. The standard switching matrix for a Tele 3-way switch. The standard Tele
wiring schemeis shown in Fig. The blue connections are permanent jumper wires. Notice the
connection between the 2 lugs of stage 1 and stage 2. The wiring scheme for a stock Tele 3-way
switch. Lug 3 of stage 1 and lug 1 of stage 2 remain untouched on a standard Telecaster. To
avoid a short, be sure no other wire accidently touches these lugs. Lug 3 on stage 2 is the
output that connects to the volume pot. But meanwhile, if you want to drill deeper, I highly
recommend getting an open CRL or OakGrigsby switch and a digital multimeter DMM with an
audible continuity testing function. Connect one testing wire from the DMM to any lug of a
stage, flip the switch and see what happens on the other lugs. Dirk Wacker lives in Germany
and has been a guitar addict since age 5. When not working at his guitar workbench, he plays
country, rockabilly, surf, and flamenco. Contact him at info singlecoil. Guitars Bass Amps
Pedals Players. More videos from Premier Guitar. Get our email newsletter! Rig Rundowns Most
Recent. Rig Rundown: Teenage Wrist. Rig Rundown: God Is an Astronaut []. Rig Rundown:
Molly Miller. Rig Rundown: Kurt Ballou. Rig Rundown: Tori Ruffin. Your Pedalboards ! On
PremierGuitar. Sponsored Content is clearly labeled everywhere it appears, and Premier Guitar
's editorial department has no involvement in its creation. The next step involves an intense
investigation into several factory-spec Telecaster wirings. For Tele freaks, it all started here.
This circuit was used for the two-pickup Esquire, which was later named Broadcaster. The
guitar finally became the Telecaster in April Remember, the original two-pickup Esquire wiring
is characterized by the absence of a real tone control. Instead, the second pot acted as a blend
or pan control between the two pickups, and this was only engaged with the 3-way pickup
selector switch in the rear position. In May , Leo modified the circuit to incorporate a true tone
control by skipping the blend functionality and discarding any two-pickup combination. Carson
never really liked the blender wiring on his Telecaster and came up with the idea to incorporate
a real tone control. Position 1 switch lever on the right : Bridge pickup alone with tone control
engaged. Position 2 switch lever in the middle : Neck pickup alone with tone control engaged.
On modern Telecasters, this position engages both pickups wired in parallel. Position 3 switch
lever on the left : Neck pickup alone with a bassy-sounding preset and no further tone control.
On a modern Telecaster, this selects the neck pickup alone with tone control engaged. Within
this year period, the circuit stayed mostly untouched, but Fender changed the specs of the two
capacitors several times more about this in a moment. For all wire runs from the pickups and
between the switch and pots, Fender used a waxed, cloth-covered wire in yellow, black, and
white. Black was for all ground connections, white for the hot wire from the neck pickup, and

yellow for the hot wire from the bridge pickup, as well as all connections between the switch
and pots. Note: In this diagram, the colors differ from the original dark circuit I just described.
Diagram courtesy of Seymour Duncan. With the neck pickup alone and the 0. Leo believed in
this feature, so he transferred it from the original two-pickup Esquire to the Tele, and it stayed
untouched until late This was one of the very first things players started to modify in their Teles
because it was unpopular right from the start. In late , the value of the cap between the 3-way
switch and the volume pot changed from the original 0. Fender used paper-waxed caps from
Cornell Dubilier until , always with a V rating. The tone cap between the two pots retained its
tubular shape, but the original 0. In , Fender replaced the paper-waxed caps with 50V ceramic
caps. The tonal differences between paper-waxed and ceramic caps are much more significant
than all the little changes during the era of CD paper-waxed
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caps. Until then, keep on modding! Dirk Wacker lives in Germany and has been a guitar addict
since age 5. When not working at his guitar workbench, he plays country, rockabilly, surf, and
flamenco. Contact him at info singlecoil. Guitars Bass Amps Pedals Players. Dirk Wacker lives
in Germany and is fascinated by anything related to old Fender guitars and amps. He plays
country, rockabilly, and surf music in two bands, works regularly as a session musician for a
local studio, and writes for several guitar mags. More videos from Premier Guitar. Humbucker
Pickups in an Esquire, PT. Adjusting Stratocaster Pickup Height, Pt. Get our email newsletter!
Rig Rundowns Most Recent. Rig Rundown: Teenage Wrist. Rig Rundown: God Is an Astronaut
[]. Rig Rundown: Molly Miller. Rig Rundown: Kurt Ballou. Rig Rundown: Tori Ruffin. Your
Pedalboards ! On PremierGuitar. Sponsored Content is clearly labeled everywhere it appears,
and Premier Guitar 's editorial department has no involvement in its creation.

